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Class Topic: 
 
Day 1 - Mastery Course on Adjective part-1– Introduction and 
warm up 
 

 

 
 

Introduction  
 

इस कोसस में आप Adjective के बारे में पढें गे वो भी basic level to advance 

level. इस कोसस में अपलोगो को examples  के द्वारा concept को clear ककया 
जाएँगे साथ ही साथ competitive based questions करवाया जाएगा, हर 
concept को कहानी के द्वारा clear ककया जाएगा आपलोगो को notes provide  

ककया जाएगा previous year questions के साथ so why to wait join our 

Adjective mission.  
 
 
  
 

Learning Objective: 
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The learning objective of this lesson as follows: 
In this session we will learn about Adjective Introduction 
 

a) Definition of  Adjective 
b) Examples and sentences 
c)  different types of adjectives   
d) Question based on concept 
e) Moral story to understand the concept 

 
 

DEFINITION: 
 

ADJECTIVE-words that usually provide relevant information about the 
nouns/pronouns they modify/describe by answering the questions: What 
kind? How many? Which one? How much? Adjectives enrich your writing by 
adding precision and originality to it. 
 

Types of adjectives 
 

 Proper adjective 
 Descriptive, qualitative or attributive adjective 
 Quantitative adjective 
 Numeral adjective 
 Demonstrative adjective 
 Distributive adjective 
 Interrogative adjective 
 Possessive adjective 

 

See the sentences 

1. Anne had a ________ in her hair yesterday. 
nice yellow bow 
yellow nice bow 
bow nice yellow 
2. She lost a ________ . 
small white cat 
cat small white 
white small cat 
3. I bought ________ oranges. 
great some big 
big great some 
some great big 
4. We met ________ people at the conference. 
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very smart two 
two very smart 
very two smart 
5. The clown was wearing a ________ hat. 
big green-yellow 
green big yellow 
 
          sentence completion 

 The Doctor is a good man.  
Called,no,very,good 

 I have eight chocolate in my pocket. 
If,nobody,always,chocolate 

 I loved that red jeep.  
Noise,running,red,going 

 I earn more money than Neha does.  
Bronze,silver,more,running 

 
 Mohan is a cunning boy 

Running,non,colleges,cunning            
MORAL STORY 

once, there lived three little pigs who were sent out into the world by 

their mother. 

Each of the three little pigs decided to build a house of their own.  

The first pig barely put in any effort and built a house made of straw.  

The second pig put in a little effort and built a house made of sticks.  

The third pig put in a lot of hard work and effort to build a house made 

of brick and stone.  

One fine day, a big bad wolf came to attack each of the three little pigs. 

He huffed and puffed and blew away the houses of the first two little 

pigs that were made of straw and sticks.  
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He then huffed and puffed but could not blow away the house of the 

third little pig, who sat snuggly in his house. 

Soon, the big bad wolf was breath and ran away.  

Moral of the story  

Hard work always pays off. Always think of the bigger picture and 

don’t be lazy. 
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